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American Social and Political Thought 2003-04
this concise comprehensive primer on modern american social and political thought is the ideal introduction to the
rich intellectual tradition of the united sates andreas hess helps the reader to understand of american culture and
politics through careful exploration of key and theorists in the first half of the book he focuses on the core traditions
of american social and political thought american exceptionalism calvinist protestantism republicanism liberalism
and 20th century pragmatism the second half of the book applies these traditions to a broad range of 20th century
conditions and issues power and democracy justice and injustice multiculturalism and pluralism civil society social
theory and the role of the intellectual the works of some of the most influential figures in the field such as de
tocqueville lipset arendt hartz pocock dewey moore rawls walzer rorty and alexander are drawn upon to illustrate
the theories and issues being discussed accessibly written and jargon free this treatment will be useful for students
and scholars alike

Political Man 1963
discusses the most influential political and social movements and their roles in the history of modern world politics
including liberalism conservatism facism and religious fundamentalism

Principles of social and political theory 1965
the problem of social order is the question of what holds complex and diverse societies together today this question
has become increasingly urgent in the world yet our ability to ask and answer the question in a helpful way is
constrained by the intellectual legacy through which the question has been handed down to us in this impressive
erudite study henrik enroth describes and analyzes how the problem of social order has shaped concept formation
theory and normative arguments in political science the book covers a broad range of influential thinkers and
theories throughout the history of political science from the early twentieth century onwards social order has long
been a presupposition for inquiry in political science now we face the challenge of turning it into an object of inquiry

The Britannica Guide to Political and Social Movements That
Changed the Modern World 2009-12-20
this book is a concise guide to the main doctrines and trends in western social and political thought since the french
revolution clearly and simply written the book includes brief biographical details of major individual thinkers as well
as an annotated bibliography which gives guidance to further reading

Political Science and the Problem of Social Order 2022-03-24
helps in advancing our interdisciplinary critical understanding of the linkages between social relations political
power and historical development this title contains a section on the politics of the new middle class in the global
south and post socialist societies

An Introduction to Modern Social and Political Thought 1981-10-08
this is a new release of the original 1932 edition

Political Power and Social Theory 2010-12-07
in this book zirakzadeh examines different types of social movements from the greens in germany to the shining
path in peru the book concludes with a juxtaposition of the three major theoretical approaches and historical
findings and proposes a fourth theoretical approach emphasizing factional conflict and reconciliation



Facing the Facts 2013-10
this book probes three issues about the linkage between political protests and social change first why do individuals
participate in protest activities including nonviolent movements and revolutions how do cultural beliefs
sociopolitical structures personal attitudes motives and perceptions shape the decision to participate second why
do participants choose certain tactics protesters use different types of tactics violent vs nonviolent public vs covert
organized vs spontaneous and confrontation vs accommodation with other groups political parties and government
agencies most activists view a particular tactic as a useful means to attain their policy demands third what policy
consequences emerge from the activities of protest movements the book explores the impact of protests on social
change and on the distribution of political power particularly greater access of subordinate groups to government
policymakers a theory of political opportunities helps explain these issues about the origins activities and outcomes
of protests

Social Movements in Politics 2006-08-19
the substantially revised and updated new fifth edition of this comprehensive text shows the broad social bases of
politics and identifies how politics and actions by government can influence the fate of nations and their citizens the
text provides insight into recent political sociologicaltheories and helps students make sense of the many major
social and political changes taking place in the world with a focus on the economy and politics states and societies
civil society and politics basic forms of political rule power and equality in modern america political parties
andcitizen participation this text is the perfect foundation for undergraduate courses in political sociology

The Social Contract 1893
this eminently readable 1994 collection of high quality country specific essays on third world politics provides
through a variety of well integrated themes and approaches an examination of state theory as it has been practised
in the past and how it must be refined for the future the contributors go beyond the previously articulated bringing
the state back in model to offer their own state in society approach they argue that states which should be
disaggregated for meaningful comparative study are best analysed as parts of societies states may help mould but
are also continually moulded by the societies within which they are embedded states capacities further will vary
depending on their ties to other social forces and other social forces will be capable of being mobilised into political
contention only under certain conditions political contention pitting states against other social forces may
sometimes be mutually enfeebling but at other times mutually empowering

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 1894
social capital networks of civic engagements norms of reciprocity and attitudes of trust is widely seen as playing a
key role for the health of democracy while many authors have examined the consequences of social capital there is
a pressing need to explore its sources this collection brings together leading american and european scholars in the
first comparative analysis of how social trust and other civic attitudes are generated the contributors to this volume
examine the generation of social capital from two directions society based approaches that emphasize voluntary
associations and institutional approaches that emphasize policy

Political Protest and Social Change 1994-12-19
the question as to what position social democracy should occupy in the political fight can be answered easily and
confidently if we clearly understand that socialism and democracy are inseparable socialism and democracy are not
identical but they are simply different expressions of the same principle they belong together supplement each
other and one can never be incompatible with the other socialism without democracy is pseudo socialism just as
democracy without socialism is pseudo democracy the democratic state is the only feasible form for a society
organized on a socialist basis



Introduction to Political Sociology 2009
human beings are social animals yet despite vast amounts of research into political decision making very little
attention has been devoted to its social dimensions in political science social relationships are generally thought of
as mere sources of information rather than active influences on one s political decisions drawing upon data from
settings as diverse as south los angeles and chicago s wealthy north shore betsy sinclair shows that social networks
do not merely inform citizen s behavior they can and do have the power to change it from the decision to donate
money to a campaign or vote for a particular candidate to declaring oneself a democrat or republican basic political
acts are surprisingly subject to social pressures when members of a social network express a particular political
opinion or belief sinclair shows others notice and conform particularly if their conformity is likely to be highly visible
we are not just social animals but social citizens whose political choices are significantly shaped by peer influence
the social citizen has important implications for our concept of democratic participation and will force political
scientists to revise their notion of voters as socially isolated decision makers

State Power and Social Forces 1994-08-26
charles tilly is among the most influential american sociologists of the last century for the first time his
pathbreaking work on a wide array of topics is available in one comprehensive reader this manageable and
readable volume brings together many highlights of tilly s large and important oeuvre covering his contribution to
the following areas revolutions and social change war state making and organized crime democratization durable
inequality political violence migration race and ethnicity narratives and explanations the book connects tilly s work
on large scale social processes such as nation building and war to his work on micro processes such as racial and
gender discrimination it includes selections from some of tilly s earliest influential and out of print writings including
the vendée coercion capital and european states the classic war making and state making as organized crime and
his more recent and lesser known work including that on durable inequality democracy poverty economic
development and migration together the collection reveals tilly s complex compelling and distinctive vision and
helps place the contentious politics approach tilly pioneered with sidney tarrow and doug mcadam into broader
context the editors abridge key texts and in their introductory essay situate them within tilly s larger opus and
contemporary intellectual debates the chapters serve as guideposts for those who wish to study his work in greater
depth or use his methodology to examine the pressing issues of our time read together they provide a road map of
tilly s work and his contribution to the fields of sociology political science history and international studies this book
belongs in the classroom and in the library of social scientists political analysts cultural critics and activists

Social Movement 1971
excerpt from social evolution and political theory the present volume contains the substance of eight lectures given
on the beer foundation under the faculty of political science of columbia university during april 1911 the lecture
form is preserved but with additions which necessitate a division into nine chapters a portion of the argument of
chapter vi is set out in more detail in the writer s morals in evolution and the subject of chapter ix is treated under a
somewhat different aspect in a recent volume on liberalism in the home and university library about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works

Generating Social Capital 2003-05-15
håvard haarstad is a postdoctoral research fellow at the department of geography university of bergen he has
worked extensively on the political economy of natural resource extraction and the role of social movements civil



society and labor unions in politicizing extraction mark amen is graduate program director in the department of
government and international affairs at the university of south florida tampa and deputy editor of globalizations his
current research is on urban indebtedness and the global economy asuncion lera st clair philosopher and sociologist
is research director at the centre for international climate and environmental research in oslo cicero and associated
senior researcher with chr michelsens institute cmi her research focus is on the interface between climate change
poverty and development with particular emphasis on justice ethics and knowledge productions processes

On the Political Position of Social-Democracy 2011-09-28
in the field of political sociology and european studies there has long been a discussion on transnational neoliberal
development and ethnic groups self governance notwithstanding there has been limited exploration in relation to
modes of knowledge production associated with neoliberal governance of the other e g ethnic and indigenous
groups which capture its idiosyncratic modes of political expression and empowerment drawing on michel foucault s
political philosophy this book discusses european social integration as transnational neoliberal governmentality and
challenges its epistemologically constituted subaltern subject neoliberalism is questioned in relation to its programs
of securitisation of poverty and authoritarian models of self governance associated with instrumentality of the
market in this context the book s rich political historical ethnography develops a new framework for the study of
social power furthermore inspired by jacques rancière s radical philosophy european social integration and the roma
proposes a new mode of knowledge production about populations excessively subjected to neoliberal
governmentality heralding the epistemological decolonisation of the neoliberal subject presenting an insightful new
prospect in critical sociology as well as the conceptualization of power and the application of theories of
governmentality this book will appeal to scholars interested in the areas of political sociology and anthropology
international relations social and political theory philosophy and post development studies

The Social Citizen 2012-12-10
this book highlights the parallel transformations of the concepts of citizenship and the welfare state and their
dependence on the dominant political ideology from the post war period to the present kourachanis presents the
welfare state as an integral part of the capitalist state and consequently suggests that any structural changes to the
capitalist state will have major impacts on the texture and content of the restructuring of the welfare state the
research compares different formulations of citizenship and the welfare state reflecting on social citizenship and the
post war or keynesian welfare state as well as welfare provision under neoliberalism the research will be vital
reading for academics researchers and students of social and public policy political and humanitarian studies as
well as policy makers and members of labour unions and activists

The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science
1890
excerpt from realities and ideals social political literary and artistic this volume is the fourth of a series of essays
published in the present and the preceding year the creed of a layman 1907 the philosophy of common sense 1907
national and social problems y 1908 realities and ideals 1908 the collected series treats of religion philosophy
politics economics literature and art diverse as are the subjects and varied as is the form of these studies they are
all based on one coherent scheme of thought the positivist synthesis a reorganisation of life at once intellectual
moral and social by faith in our common humanity the forty four essays have been composed at various times over
more than forty years yet i trust they will be found to be not only consistent but mutually to explain and complete
each other some appeared in early numbers of english or american reviews some were written in the present year a
few were printed privately or were known only to colleagues and friends the whole are more or less biographic and
are personal reminiscences of men whom i have known of movements in which i have had a share or of events
which i have witnessed about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing



imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Collective Violence, Contentious Politics, and Social Change 2017
analysis and debate about economic and political justice rarely involves research on the views of the common
person scholars often make assumptions about what common people think is fair but for the most part they confine
their thinking to a single country and argue on rational or moral grounds with little supporting empirical data social
justice and political change involves the collaboration of thirty social scientists in twelve countries and represents
broad ranging comparative research the book grows out of a collaborative study of public opinion about social
justice though conceived prior to the revolutions that swept central and eastern europe in 1989 the isjp did not put
its survey into the field until the summer of 1991 in a new climate of open international exchange in social research
employing common methods of data collection and within the limits of translation identical survey instruments the
isjp investigated public opinion in seven newly emerging post communist countries and five of the worldi 1 2s most
influential capitalist democracies with special sensitivity to divergencies in the newly united germany among the
themes addressed by the volumei 1 2s distinguished contributors are the views and beliefs of citizens in the post
communist states on the transition to market economies and parliamentary democracy the role of ideology in
legitimating inequality the structural determination of beliefs about justice the processes that shape individual level
evaluations and the major implications of public opinion and mass participation in the democratic process provided
by publisher

Social Evolution and Political Theory (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-09
collection of articles on the usa political system and its role as an agent of social change includes studies on
political power and political partys in the usa interest groups student protest the mass media social conflicts and
social reform social participation community development interethnic relations relations between the social classes
etc references

Social Movements, the Poor and the New Politics of the Americas
2016-04-08
the book focuses on the status and role of the social sciences in the current millennium drawing inspiration from a
range of theorists it critically examines the key debates on the social science stream and focuses on its ir relevance
in our times in the background of changing state market dialectics it specifically scrutinises knowledge politics of
the global times to reveal how the neoliberal project aligns and fuses steep economic conditionalities with
professional cultural parameters of higher academia to constrain autonomy and weaken radical expressions in
social science pedagogy and research asserting that the humanistic core of social sciences has the potential to
resist acts of reducing knowledge to a monochromatic form the book argues that the social science stream can
challenge and resist such hegemonic ambitions it also identifies and analyses the contradictions dilemmas
predicaments and false steps of social scientists and avoids a reductive approach based on the west versus non
west binary the volume will be of interest to scholars and researchers of the social sciences in general and of
sociology politics of knowledge political theory political sociology and education in particular

Citizenship and Social Class 1987
this thought provoking book offers a new global approach to understand how four social class structures have
rocked our political systems to the extent that no politician or political party can exist today without claiming to be
speaking on their behalf and no politician can hope to win an electoral majority without building a coalition among
these classes based on a four fold analysis urban and liberal creatives suburban middle class white working class
and the millennials this book shows that while many have focused on a supply side vision of politics to explain the



upheavals in our political party systems a vision centred on demand and the weberian take on political parties as
vehicles for class interests is more compelling in 2016 our political world was changed forever by the victories of
brexit in the uk and donald trump in the usa far from being confined to the anglosphere however changes have also
rocked the political landscapes in europe as the crisis of 2008 has shaken the foundations of western societies
shrinking the size of the previously all powerful middle class new classes have emerged and with them a new
political demand that new or old parties have tried to satisfy this book will be of key interest to political
practitioners politicians advisors consultants journalists political pundits party builders and government officials and
more broadly to academics students and readers of european and western politics political sociology party politics
and political parties and electoral demographics

The Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Social and Political Movements
2013
this collection of lipset s major essays in political sociology is in a real sense a follow up or sequel to political mind
and the first new nation it provides a broad panorama of continuing interest developing a sociological perspective in
comparative and historical analysis with particular reference to politics modernization and social stratification robert
e scott in the midwest journal of political science said this book has an essential unity the subjects discussed are
interesting and important to the political scientists and the observations offered stimulating and significant both the
student and the mature scholar can benefit professor lipset describes this collection of his major essays in political
sociology as in a real sense a follow up or sequel to political man and the first new nation this volume provides a
broad panorama of continuing interest developing a sociological perspective in comparative and historical analysis
with particular reference to politics modernization and social stratification the opening section of the book contains
in addition to a valuable new introductory chapter essays that interpret varying levels of socioeconomic
development in the united states canada and latin america other essays deal with such matters as the contrasting
modes of modernization in europe and asia the role of values and religious beliefs in the emergence of political
systems the effect of religion on american politics from the founding of the republic to the present a concluding
section analyzes major works of political sociology in the light of contemporary ideas many chapters have been
revised to include recent data seymour martin lipset is munro distinguished professor of political science and
sociology at stanford university and senior fellow at the hoover institution on war revolution and peace

European Social Integration and the Roma 2016-10-04
suitable for students and scholars of political communication and mass media in democracies this book challenges
the traditional scholarship on various issues such as comparative political and media systems theories of
democracy representation and the public sphere and political party communication marketing and elections

Citizenship and Social Policy 2020-11-21
the countries or regions under study include the united states brazil chile china mexico samoa and southwest africa
in keeping with the journal s commitment to inter disciplinary as well as historical inquiry our nine contributors
come from a variety of disciplines sociology political science anthropology and history all drawing on debates and
themes that cross cut the social sciences the significance of the inter disciplinary perspective is seen not only in the
range of cases literatures and methodologies brought to bear on the key issues under study it also forms the
substantive core of several contributions that call for a rethinking of conventional disciplinary boundaries and
methodological frames

Realities and Ideals 2015-07-07
this unique volume is about how ordinary people construct political meanings form political emotions and identities
and become involved in or disengaged from political contests drawing on psychological anthropology it illustrates
the complexities of political subjectivities through engaging personal stories that complicate our understanding of



the relationship between culture and politics chapters examine the tea party and occupy wall street in the united
states third gender activism in india rastafari in jamaica courage to refuse in israel the environmental movement in
the u s salafi movements in northern nigeria post socialist labor politics in romania and anti immigrant activism in
denmark

Social Justice and Political Change 2017
hong kong society is often regarded as politically apathetic yet throughout its history hong kong experienced
periodic waves of social movement activity in part the perception of an apathetic populace stems from the colonial
government s laissez faire policies the society s concentration on economic development the maintenance of
traditional chinese culture and a consensus that hong kong would revert to chinese sovereignty since hong kong
was a colony instead of evolving into a democratic government great britain instituted a system of elite
consultation and absorption of the masses political problems through indirect participation butenhoff addresses the
question of why social movements emerged and how they influenced the process of political reform her study
presents and analyzes the activities of social movements so that a clearer picture of civil society and political
change from below emerges butenhoff integrates the literature on hong kong civil society and social movements
into an integrated approach to analyze social movement influence in hong kong politics her three case studies the
independent labor movement the nontraditional christian movement and the democracy movement are analyzed
using a social movement framework she evaluates the forces that drive and sustain social movements and argues
that while the chinese and british governments debated the fate of democratic hong kong the hong kong people
have been overlooked throughout the process and as a result hong kong social movements play an essential role in
raising the awareness of the people and bringing to light the voices from below

The Politics of Social Change 1971
first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Social Sciences in a Global Age 2020-11-25
the breaking of the american social compact is a landmark volume from two of our most perceptive social critics
frances fox piven and richard cloward address the tumultuous politics of the past three decades that have
culminated in an all out assault on the american social compact delving into the political dynamics behind the rise
of the working class in the 1930s and 1960s piven and cloward assign singular importance to disruptive protest and
examine the ways protest has dwindled since the 1960s and how many reforms gained then have been swept away
they cover the dramatic changes of recent years from the breakup of the traditional democratic party to the new
power struggles between blacks and whites in northern cities to the increasing demonization of immigrants and the
poor everywhere finally they examine the politics underlying governmental reform arguing that the recent
devolution of federal authority is simply a strategy to increase the influence of business

The Great Class Shift 2020
praxis and politics explores the knowledge arising from activist praxis and its significance for reimagining radical
and democratic politics it is based on five years of direct involvement in the toronto based metro network for social
justice and their work in coalition building campaign organizing and economic and political literacy work in the
aftermath of the signing of the canada us free trade agreement the book breaks new theoretical and
methodological ground in social movement studies in drawing on a wide range of traditions including cultural
studies urban studies political economy and feminism

Revolution and Counterrevolution 2017
f g bailey s classic political anthropology text is reissued here with a postscript that comments critically on the book



s scope its reception and its uses first published in 1969 stratagems and spoils captured the imagination of scholars
and students with a revealing examination of principles of political competition that operate alike in exotic and
developed societies in bailey s analysis swat pathan chiefs cosa nostra gangsters general de gaulle and the
untouchables in a rural indian village for example are shown employing similar strategies both effective and
ineffective to win and hold followers while eroding the support of their opponents provocative and insightful
stratagems and spoils provides a conceptual toolkit for analyzing in any culture the rules that regulate political
contests and determine who will win and who will lose

Political Communication and Social Theory 2010-09-13

Political Power and Social Theory 1985-08-01

Political Sentiments and Social Movements 2018-04-05

Social Movements and Political Reform in Hong Kong 1999-09-30

Political Psychology 2004

The Breaking of the American Social Compact 1997

Praxis and Politics 2013-10-14

Stratagems And Spoils 2008-12-15
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